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20 世纪 80 年代初，随着我国税制改革的开展，我国的税收从单一税制改变
为复合税制，纳税难度相应加大。为帮助纳税人准确纳税，一些地区的离退休税
务干部组建了税务咨询机构，为纳税人解答税法方面的问题，形成税务代理的雏


















































































































In the early 1980s, with the launch of China’s taxation system reform, 
China’s taxation was transformed from a singular taxation system into a 
composite one, which increased the difficulty involved in paying taxes. 
In an effort to help taxpayers to fulfill their tax obligations properly, 
retired tax officials in some cities formed taxation consulting institutes 
providing solutions to taxpayers’ taxation issues, which eventually led 
to the formation of taxation agency. Through more than two decades of 
development, at present, China is home to over 70,000 certified tax agents 
and more than 100,000 practitioners. Certified tax agents have become an 
important force in facilitating and safeguarding taxation, effectively 
reducing taxation costs and improving taxation efficiency.  
As China’s certified tax agent system was a later comer, the system 
development is far from standardized, which is manifested in low service 
quality and low market shares. In December 2005, the State Administration 
of Taxation released the Interim Provision on the Administration of 
Certified Tax Agents, expanding the scope of business permitted for 
certified tax agents to two realms: taxation-related accreditations and 
taxation-related services. The addition of taxation-related 
accreditations to the scope of business has transformed the roles of 
certified tax agents – they were no longer serving taxpayers only; they 
are now serving not only taxpayers but also taxation authorities; they are 
providing services for enterprises and performing enterprises’ tax audits. 
The role of taxation authorities has changed as well, transforming from 
a regulator to a regulator and receiver of accreditation services. The 
overlapping of the roles have seriously undermined the independence of the 
practice of certified tax agents, making industry irregularity a more 














practicing their profession and issued accreditation reports with low 
reliability, thereby affecting the state’s tax interests and casting 
doubt on the professional credibility of certified tax agents. The 
overlapping of roles have also affected taxation authorities’ ability to 
regulate the certified tax agent industry independently and fairly; some 
taxation officers even abuse their power for personal gains.  
Building and improving the public finance system is a vital aspect of 
the reform of China’s public sector, especially the government. The 
certified tax agent system is an integral part of the tax collection and 
administration system. How to regulate the certified tax agent system and 
enable certified tax agents to play a full role in facilitating and 
safeguarding taxation is a topic of interest in public administration 
research, holding great significance for improving tax administration, 
optimizing taxation services, and enhancing tax law compliance.  
This paper identifies, analyzes and resolves the issued from the 
perspective of empirical research. It is centered on public administration 
theory and utilizes new public administration, intermediary organization 
management, system transformation and regulatory theories to build a 
research framework to examine China’s certified tax agent system in terms 
of system, history and comparative research, supported by theoretical 
knowledge on the administrative law, public finance, public services and 
taxation polices and taking into consideration actual taxation work.  
This paper consists of the following seven sections: 
Chapter I, the Introduction, gives an account of the significance of 
the topic selected for this paper, the status of domestic and overseas 
research, the line of thoughts behind this paper, and the theoretic 
framework of this paper. It also defines the core concepts in this paper, 
including “taxation agency”, “certified tax agent”, “certified tax 














Chapter II reviews the formation and development history of China’s 
certified tax agent system, provides a description of the background of 
the formation of China’s certified tax agent system, and sums up the 
compulsory and supply-dominated characteristics of the historic evolution 
of China’s certified tax agent system.  
Chapter III provides an assessment of the practical performance of 
China’s certified tax agent system. Certified tax agents play a 
significantly positive role in ensuring a consistent and steady source of 
national financial revenues, safeguarding the proper implementation of 
national tax laws and regulations, deepening the reform of China’s tax 
collection and administration, and promoting the building of the taxation 
service system, and protecting the legitimate rights and interests of tax 
collectors and taxpayers. However, at present, this industry suffers from 
poor practicing quality, chaotic market competition order, and limited 
scale of industry development, which have led to negative consequences, 
such as lost national taxes and corruption. An in-depth analysis of the 
cause of the problems shows that inadequate market demand and lax 
regulatory system are mostly responsible for the problems.  
Chapter IV analyzes the supply of and demand for certified tax agents 
in China. Under the precondition of the Hypothesis of Economic Man, this 
chapter uses David Feeny’s system supply and demand model to identify the 
restrictive factors that affect the supply of and demand for certified tax 
agents from the perspectives of state, tax collector, taxpayer, and 
certified tax agent, and investigates the interest mechanism behind system 
supply and demand. On this basis, this chapter derives the conclusion that 
China’s certified tax agent system remains in an unbalanced state of 
supply and demand.  
Chapter V probes China’s regulatory system with regard to certified 














and industry and draws the conclusion that legislation concerning the 
certified tax agent industry is on a low level, leading to a controversy 
on the legality of the certified tax agent industry; administrative and 
regulatory authorities are not sufficiently independent, leading to 
inadequate regulatory abilities; associations, as the industry’s 
self-discipline organizations, exhibit strong characteristics of 
governmental operations, lacking enthusiasm about work; and agencies are 
precisely positioned and have low professional ethics. With the various 
factors, the quality of practice by certified tax agents cannot be 
effectively guaranteed and false accreditation reports are not uncommon. 
At last, this chapter builds a game model to describe the process of how 
false accreditation reports are issued.  
Chapter VI presents the overseas certified tax agent system and points 
out its merits for reference. Many economically developed nations have long 
been implementing the certified tax agent system; for example, Japan’s 
tax handling agent system is noted for its long history and efficient 
regulations; the US tax agencies are prospering as a result of their 
indispensable role in social life; South Korea, Germany and many other 
countries have built a certified tax agent system that befits their 
respective national conditions. Despite the differences of implementation 
times and specific provisions in certified tax agent systems in different 
countries, their complete legal system, sound administration mechanism and 
strong taxation system environment have merits of reference for China.  
Chapter VII, on the basis of theories and empirical analyses in the 
preceding chapters, proposes measures for improving the certified tax 
agent system in response to exiting problems, such as insufficient 
effective demand and low quality of practice. The measures envisions 
building and improving the entire industry system, enhancing the 














self-discipline, promoting contract outsourcing of taxation related 
services, and boosting the practicing environment for certified tax agents. 
This particular chapter is focused on how to a relatively independent 
regulatory institution and elaborates on the promotion of contract 
outsourcing of the accreditation business of taxation authorities.  
The Conclusions part of this paper summaries the research and points 
out its limitations and issues requiring further studies.  
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